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Recently a new high-order formulation for 1D conservation laws was developed by Huynh
using the idea of ‘‘flux reconstruction”. The formulation was capable of unifying several
popular methods including the discontinuous Galerkin, staggered-grid multi-domain
method, or the spectral difference/spectral volume methods into a single family. The exten-
sion of the method to quadrilateral and hexahedral elements is straightforward. In an
attempt to extend the method to other element types such as triangular, tetrahedral or
prismatic elements, the idea of ‘‘flux reconstruction” is generalized into a ‘‘lifting colloca-
tion penalty” approach. With a judicious selection of solution points and flux points, the
approach can be made simple and efficient to implement for mixed grids. In addition,
the formulation includes the discontinuous Galerkin, spectral volume and spectral differ-
ence methods as special cases. Several test problems are presented to demonstrate the
capability of the method.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
There has been a surge of recent research activities in the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) community on high-order
methods capable of solving the Navier–Stokes equations on unstructured grids. For a review of some of these activities, the
readers can refer to [13,48]. This surge stems from the expectation that these methods have the potential of delivering higher
accuracy with less CPU time than the 1st or 2nd order methods for problems with both complex physics and geometry, such
as helicopter blade vortex interactions and flow over high lift configurations.

For compressible flow simulations in aerospace applications, the leader of these high-order methods is arguably the dis-
continuous Galerkin (DG) method [34,9–11,3,4,31,45]. There are also significant research activities in other methods, such as
the k-exact finite volume method [2,6,12,32], streamline-upwind Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) method [21,46], spectral and spec-
tral-element type methods [15,5,19,24], the residual distribution (RD) or fluctuation splitting method [1], staggered-grid
(SG) multi-domain spectral method [25], spectral volume (SV) [47,49–51,28] and spectral difference (SD) [27,29,30] meth-
ods. The SD method can be viewed as the extension (or generalization) of the SG method to triangular meshes. In fact, Van
den Abeele et al. [42] and Huynh [22] independently showed that the SG and SD methods are independent of how solution
points are selected. Only the flux points determine the characteristics of the methods. Therefore one does not need to use a
staggered grid at all, and the solution and flux points can coincide to improve efficiency [42]. All the above mentioned
. All rights reserved.
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methods share a common property in that ‘‘upwinding” is incorporated in one way or another into the methods to account
for the wave dynamics of hyperbolic conservation laws. In some sense, all the methods have embedded the main character-
istics of the underlying wave physics into the numerics to achieve stability, consistency and accuracy. On the other hand, one
can also distinguish these methods based on certain criteria. For example, one can divide all these methods into two cate-
gories, those with continuous and discontinuous solution spaces. The SUPG and RD methods assume the solutions to be con-
tinuous across element interfaces, while the DG, SG, SV and SD methods assume discontinuous solutions. For methods with
discontinuous solution spaces, Riemann solvers or flux splitting approaches [36,35,33,23,26] are used to compute the com-
mon fluxes at element interfaces to incorporate ‘‘upwinding”, similar to the Godunov finite volume method [14,44]. In this
paper, we focus on methods with discontinuous solution spaces only. These methods of course share many similarities. In
fact, the SV and SD methods are identical for one-dimensional conservation laws if the flux points in the SD method coincide
with the partition boundaries in the SV method [43]. This equivalence, however, does not extend to two or three dimensions.
The main difference lies in how degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) are chosen, and updated. Although all approaches based on the
DG method are mathematically identical, at least for linear equations, different choices of DOFs are used by various research-
ers resulting in different efficiency and numerical properties. Depending on how DOFs are selected, DG schemes can be fur-
ther divided into modal and nodal approaches. In the SV method, the DOFs are always the sub-cell or control volume (CV)
averages, while in the SG/SD method, the DOFs are the solutions at a pre-defined nodal set, i.e., the solution points (SPs).
They are updated using approaches similar to the traditional finite volume or finite difference (or collocation) methods. Figs.
1 and 2 show the SV partition and the distribution of possible solution and flux points for the SD method. Comparisons of the
DG, SV and SD methods have been carried out in [54,39]. Here are some of the conclusions from these comparisons:

1. All three methods are capable of achieving the optimal order of accuracy, i.e., (k+1)th order of accuracy for degree k poly-
nomial reconstruction;

2. The DG method has lower error magnitude than the SV and SD methods;
3. The SV and SD methods allow larger time steps than the DG method for stability;

Very recently, a new formulation based on the idea of flux reconstruction (FR) was developed for 1D conservation laws [22],
which is referred to the FR method. This method is a nodal formulation, with an element-wise discontinuous polynomial
solution space. The solution polynomial is interpolated from the solutions at a set of solution points. In addition, a new flux
polynomial is reconstructed, which satisfies conservation at element interfaces. This formulation has some remarkable prop-
erties. The framework is easy to understand, efficient to implement and recovers several known methods such as the DG, SG
or the SV/SD methods in one dimension. The DG approach based on the FR method is probably the simplest and most effi-
Fig. 1. The partition of a triangular spectral volume into six control volumes, which support a unique quadratic data reconstruction in the spectral volume.

Fig. 2. Solution (squares) and flux points (circles) for the 3rd order spectral difference method.
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cient amongst all DG formulations. Another scheme in the family, named the g2 scheme [22], is probably the most efficient
among all the methods with a discontinuous solution space, and has the largest (known) CFL number for stability. The exten-
sion of the method to quadrilateral and hexahedral grids is straightforward. In the present study, we attempt to extend the
method to triangular elements.

The paper is organized as follows. For the sake of completeness, we briefly review the FR method in Section 2. After that,
the generalization of the method to triangular elements is described in Section 3 with a lifting collocation penalty formula-
tion, including the formulation for mixed triangular–quadrilateral grids. Section 4 presents the computational results for
several benchmark problems, including accuracy studies on mixed unstructured grids. Conclusions for the present study
and possible future work are summarized in Section 5.

2. Review of the flux reconstruction method
This review presents the essential idea of the flux reconstruction method [22]. Consider the following scalar conservation
law
@Q
@t
þ @FðQÞ

@x
¼ 0; ð2:1Þ
where Q = Q(x, t) is the state variable defined on the space-time domain [a,b] � [0,T] and F is the flux. The computational do-
main [a,b] is discretized into N elements, with the ith element defined by Vi � [xi-1/2,xi+1/2]. Each element can be transformed
into the standard element [�1,1] using a linear transformation. The DOFs at the ith element are the nodal values of the state
variable Q h

i;j ¼ Qh
i;jðtÞ at k + 1 solution points, xi,j, j = 1, . . .,k + 1. Then the solution is approximated by the following degree k

Lagrange interpolation polynomial
Qðx; tÞ � Q h
i ðx; tÞ ¼

Xkþ1

j¼1

LjðxÞQ h
i;jðtÞ; ð2:2Þ
where Lj(x) is the Lagrange polynomial or shape function. Given this numerical solution, the flux at every point is defined, i.e.,
F Q h

i

� �
. For non-linear conservation laws, F Q h

i

� �
may not be a polynomial. Instead, F Q h

i

� �
is approximated by the following

degree k flux polynomial
F Q h
i

� �
� Fiðx; tÞ ¼

Xkþ1

j¼1

LjðxÞFðQ h
i;jðtÞÞ: ð2:3Þ
Obviously, if the flux is a linear function of Q ; Fi is identical to F Qh
i

� �
. In order to simplify the notation, we will drop the

dependence on time t, which is assumed implicitly. Since we do not explicitly enforce continuity at element interfaces,
the state variable is discontinuous across the interfaces. In order to update the DOFs, a new flux function bF iðxÞ is recon-
structed, which must satisfy the following conditions:

� bF i is a degree k + 1 polynomial, i.e., one order higher than the solution polynomial;
� bF i is close to Fi in some sense. In other words, some norm of the difference kbF i � Fik is minimized;
� At both ends of the element, the flux takes on the value of the Riemann fluxes, i.e.,
bF iðxi�1=2Þ ¼ eF Q h
i�1ðxi�1=2Þ;Qh

i ðxi�1=2Þ
� �

� eF i�1=2;bF iðxiþ1=2Þ ¼ eF Q h
i ðxiþ1=2Þ;Q h

iþ1ðxiþ1=2Þ
� �

� eF iþ1=2;
where eFðQ�;QþÞ is any Riemann flux given the two discontinuous solutions at the left and right of the interface. Once this
flux function is determined, the DOFs are updated using the following differential equation
@Q h
i;j

@t
þ @

bF iðxi;jÞ
@x

¼ 0: ð2:4Þ
Obviously the above conditions do not uniquely define bF iðxÞ. As a matter of fact, only two conditions are given. We need k
extra conditions to define the degree k + 1 polynomial bF iðxÞ. Using special polynomials such as the Radau and Legendre poly-
nomials, the DG, SG (or SD/SV) methods can be successfully recovered. In order to fix the idea, the reconstructed flux is first
re-written as
bF iðxÞ ¼ FiðxÞ þ riðxÞ; ð2:5Þ
where ri(x) is a correction flux polynomial, which should be close to 0. The correction is then further expressed to satisfy the
two boundary conditions
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riðxÞ ¼ ½eF i�1=2 � Fiðxi�1=2Þ�gLðxÞ þ ½eF iþ1=2 � Fiðxiþ1=2Þ�gRðxÞ; ð2:6Þ
where gL(x) and gR(x) are both degree k + 1 polynomials called correction functions, which satisfy
gLðxi�1=2Þ ¼ 1; gLðxiþ1=2Þ ¼ 0;
gRðxi�1=2Þ ¼ 0; gRðxiþ1=2Þ ¼ 1:

ð2:7Þ
Eq. (2.4) then becomes
@Qh
i;j

@t
þ @Fiðxi;jÞ

@x
þ ½eF i�1=2 � Fiðxi�1=2Þ�g0Lðxi;jÞ þ ½eF iþ1=2 � Fiðxiþ1=2Þ�g0Rðxi;jÞ ¼ 0: ð2:8Þ
Because of symmetry, we only need to consider gL(x), or simply g(x). It is more convenient to consider the correction function
in the standard element g(n) on [�1,1]. Many correction functions were presented in [22], corresponding to different numer-
ical schemes. Several of them are described next.

1. If g is the right Radau polynomial, the resulting scheme is actually the DG method!
2. If g has Chebyshev–Lobatto points as its interior roots, the resulting scheme is the SG method or the SD/SV method in 1D.

The scheme, however, is mildly unstable, which was also found by Van den Abeele et al. [40,42].
3. If g has the Legendre–Gauss points as its interior roots, the scheme is stable. This suggests that using the Legendre–Gauss

points and the two end points as flux points results in a stable SG method in 1D.
4. If g has a vanishing derivative at the right boundary as well as at the interior Legendre–Lobatto points, the method results

in a remarkably simple, yet stable scheme if one chooses the Legendre–Lobatto points as the solution points since the
corrections for the interior solution points vanish! This scheme was called the g2 scheme in [22].

As mentioned earlier, the FR method has some remarkable properties. Its DG formulation looks like a pseudo-DG method.
However, it is identical to the ‘‘real” DG formulation! The natural question next is how about simplex elements and other
cell types? This is the focus of the present paper.

Let’s first try to duplicate the flux reconstruction idea in 2D for triangular cells. Consider the following 2D conservation
laws
@Q
@t
þ @FxðQÞ

@x
þ @FyðQÞ

@y
¼ 0; ð2:9Þ
where Fx and Fy are the fluxes in x and y direction respectively. Define a set of solution points which support a degree k poly-
nomial Qh

i ð~rÞ, such as those shown in Fig. 3 for k = 2. Fluxes at the solution points can also be computed, and their Lagrange
interpolations result in two degree k flux polynomials Fx

i ð~rÞ and Fy
i ð~rÞ. Along the element interfaces, the solution is discon-

tinuous. A Riemann flux in the interface normal direction can be computed at each interface point,
eF nð~rÞ ¼ eF n Q h
i ð~rÞ;Q

h
iþð~rÞ;~n

� �
; ~r 2 @Vi; ð2:10Þ
where subscript i+ represent a neighboring element of cell i, and ~n is the unit normal vector at the interface pointing out of
cell i. Now let’s try to reconstruct a set of new fluxes bF x

i and bF y
i which satisfies the following criteria:

1. Both bF x
i and bF y

i are degree k + 1 polynomials, i.e., one degree higher than Qh
i ð~rÞ.

2. At the element interfaces, the normal flux is equal to the Riemann flux computed in (2.10), i.e.,
,1[ ] fF

,3[ ] fF

,2[ ] fF

Fig. 3. Solution points (squares) and flux points (circles) for k = 2.



      (a) k = 1    (b) k = 2     (c) k = 3 

Fig. 4. Efficient arrangement of solution (squares) and flux points (circles) in a simplex for k = 1, 2, and 3.
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bF x
i ð~rÞ; bF y

i ð~rÞ
� �

�~n ¼ eF nð~rÞ; ~r 2 @Vi: ð2:11Þ
Comparing with the 1D formulation, the most difficult part is that the interface Riemann flux has to be approximated along
the tangential direction because otherwise the flux can be a complex non-linear function of the solutions at cell i and its
neighbors. One possible idea is to define another nodal set as the flux points, which can support a degree k + 1 polynomial,
as shown in Fig. 4(c) for k = 2. If we impose (2.11) at all the interface flux points, we obtain 12 conditions. We still need 8
more conditions to determine the two fluxes bF x

i and bF y
i (we are assuming k = 2). We can impose the following conditions

at 4 more points inside the cell
bF x
i ;
bF y

i

� �
¼ Fx

i ; F
y
i

� �
: ð2:12Þ
It appears that the approach should work, but would be quite cumbersome and expensive. Instead, we pursue a more effi-
cient approach noting that it is actually not necessary to reconstruct the flux. All we need to do is to find a degree k correction
polynomial, i.e., the last two terms on the left-hand-side of (2.8). The following section describes the basic idea.
3. Lifting collocation penalty formulation

3.1. Basic idea

Rewrite the hyperbolic conservation law as
@Q
@t
þr � F

!
ðQÞ ¼ 0; ð3:1Þ
where F
!
¼ ðFx; FyÞ is the flux vector. Assume that the computational domain is discretized into N non-overlapping triangular

elements {Vi}. Let W be a weighting or test function. The weighted residual form of (3.1) on element Vi can be easily derived
by multiplying (3.1) with W and integrating over Vi to obtain
Z

Vi

@Q
@t
þr � F

!
ðQÞ

� �
WdV ¼

Z
Vi

@Q
@t

WdV þ
Z
@Vi

W F
!
ðQÞ �~ndS�

Z
Vi

rW � F
!
ðQÞdV ¼ 0: ð3:2Þ
Let Qh
i be an approximate solution to Q at element i. We assume that the solution belongs to the space of polynomials of

degree k or less, i.e., Q h
i 2 Pk(whose dimension is m), within each element without continuity requirement across element

interfaces. In addition, we require that the numerical solution Q h
i must satisfy the following equation
Z

Vi

@Q h
i

@t
WdV þ

Z
@Vi

WeF n Q h
i ;Q

h
iþ;~n

� �
dS�

Z
Vi

rW � F
!

Qh
i

� �
dV ¼ 0: ð3:3Þ
Because the solution is discontinuous across element interfaces, a common Riemann flux has been used in (3.3) to replace
the normal flux in (3.2) to provide element coupling, i.e.,
Fn Qh
i

� �
� F
!

Qh
i

� �
�~n � eF n Q h

i ;Q
h
iþ;~n

� �
; ð3:4Þ
where Q h
iþ is the solution outside the current element Vi. Applying integration by parts to the last term on the LHS of (3.3), we

obtain
Z
Vi

@Q h
i

@t
WdV þ

Z
Vi

Wr � F
!

Q h
i

� �
dV þ

Z
@Vi

W eF n Q h
i ;Q

h
iþ;~n

� �
� Fn Q h

i

� �h i
dS ¼ 0: ð3:5Þ
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In the present study, we require that the space of the test functions have the same dimension as the solution space. In addi-
tion, the test space is so selected such that a unique solution exists for (3.5). The last term on the left side of (3.5) can be
viewed as a penalty term, i.e., penalizing the normal flux differences. Introduce a ‘‘correction field” di 2 Pk, which is deter-
mined from a ‘‘lifting operator”
Z

Vi

WdidV ¼
Z
@Vi

W½eF �dS; ð3:6Þ
where ½eF � ¼ eF n Qh;Qh
þ;~n

� �
� FnðQ hÞ is the normal flux difference. Substituting (3.6) into (3.5), we obtain
Z

Vi

@Q h
i

@t
þr � F

!
Q h

i

� �
þ di

" #
WdV ¼ 0: ð3:7Þ
In order to simplify the derivation for now, we assume that the flux vector is linear in Q. Therefore, the term inside the square
bracket in (3.7) belongs to Pk. Because the test space is selected to ensure a unique solution, (3.7) is equivalent to
@Qh
i

@t
þr � F

!
Qh

i

� �
þ di ¼ 0; ð3:8Þ
i.e., (3.8) is satisfied everywhere in element Vi.
With the definition of a correction field di, we have successfully reduced the weighted residual formulation to an equiv-

alent simple differential form, which does not involve any explicit surface or volume integrals. The lifting operator obviously
depends on the choice of weighting function. If W 2 Pk, (3.8) is equivalent to the DG formulation.

The performance of this formulation of course hinges on how efficiently the correction field d can be computed. To get a
sense of its form, letting W = 1 in (3.6), we obtain
Z

Vi

didV ¼
Z
@Vi

½eF �dS; ð3:9Þ
or
�di ¼
1
jVij

X
f2@Vi

Z
f
½eF �dS; ð3:10Þ
where �d is the volume averaged d. Since we assume that F
!

is linear, the flux difference ½eF � should be a degree k polynomial
along face f, and can be determined based on values of ½eF �f ;l at a set of ‘‘flux points” using a Lagrange interpolation, as shown
in Fig. 3. Then the face integral can be computed exactly using a quadrature formula such as
�di ¼
1
jVij

X
f2@Vi

X
l

wl½bF �f ;lSf ; ð3:11Þ
where wl is the quadrature weight for the surface integral, and Sf is the area of face f. Next let the degrees-of-freedom (DOFs)
be the solutions at a set of points f~ri;jg, named solution points (SPs), as shown in Fig. 3. Then Eq. (3.8) must be true at the SPs,
i.e.,
@Qh
i;j

@t
þr � F

!
Q h

i;j

� �
þ di;j ¼ 0; ð3:12Þ
where r � F
!

Qh
i;j

� �
¼ r � F

!
Q h

i

� �� 	
~ri;j

.

Let’s examine (3.6) more carefully. If F
!

is linear, and that the triangle has straight faces, the correction field di can be com-
puted explicitly in the following form
di;j ¼
1
jVij

X
f2@Vi

X
l

aj;f ;l½eF �f ;lSf ; ð3:13Þ
where aj,f,l are constant lifting coefficients independent of the solution and geometry, but dependent on the weighting func-
tion W. Substituting (3.13) into (3.12) we obtain the following formulation
@Qh
i;j

@t
þr � F

!
Q h

i;j

� �
þ 1
jVij

X
f2@Vi

X
l

aj;f ;l½eF �f ;lSf ¼ 0: ð3:14Þ
Obviously, this is a collocation penalty (CP) formulation. In addition, a lifting operator is used to completely remove the
weighting functions, which are used to compute the constant ‘‘lifting coefficients” aj,f,l. We will therefore name this formu-
lation the lifting CP or LCP formulation.
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Next let’s address the case of general non-linear flux vector. For non-linear flux vectors, one can approximate F
!

Qh
i

� �
with

polynomials, either degree k or k + 1. For example, in a nodal DG formulation [20], and in the FR formulation [22], a degree k
Lagrange interpolation polynomial is used
F
!

Q h
i

� �
� F
!

i Q h
i

� �
¼
X

j

Ljð~ri;jÞ F
!

Qh
i;j

� �
; ð3:15Þ
where Lj is the Lagrange interpolation polynomial based on the solution points f~ri;jg, and Q h
i;j ¼ Qh

i ð~ri;jÞ. In this case,r � F
!

i is a
degree k � 1 polynomial, which also belongs to Pk. Therefore, (3.8) is still true for non-linear fluxes. Numerical tests for non-
linear conservation laws indicated that there is a slight accuracy loss (half an order to one order) with this approach, which is
named the LP (Lagrange polynomial) approach to compute the divergence of the flux vector.

In a quadrature-free implementation of the SV method, the flux vector was approximated by a degree k + 1 polynomial
[17]. In that case, the divergence of the flux vector is a degree k polynomial. Again (3.8) is valid. However this approach will
significantly increase the cost of the LCP method because of the need to compute the fluxes at the extra set of points. There-
fore it is not pursued in the present study further. Instead, we compute r � F

!
Q h

i

� �
at the solution points exactly, using the

chain-rule, i.e.,
r � F
!

Qh
i;j

� �
¼
@FxðQ h

i;jÞ
@x

þ
@FyðQ h

i;jÞ
@y

¼
@Fx Q h

i;j

� �
@Q

@Q h
i;j

@x
þ
@Fy Q h

i;j

� �
@Q

@Q h
i;j

@y
¼
@ F
!

Qh
i;j

� �
@Q

� rQ h
i;j: ð3:16Þ� �
where @ F
!

@Q is the flux Jacobian matrix. Obviously, r � F
!

Q h
i is generally not a degree k polynomial. However, it can be

approximated by the Lagrange interpolation polynomial of the flux vector divergence at the solution points, i.e.,
r � F
!

Qh
i

� �
� r � F

!
CR Qh

i

� �
¼
X

j

Ljð~ri;jÞr � F
!

Q h
i;j

� �
: ð3:17Þ
With this approximation, (3.8) is again valid for general non-linear flux vectors. This approach is called the CR (chain-rule)
approach in evaluating the flux divergence. Note that this ‘‘exact” evaluation of flux divergence is only possible in a ‘‘collo-
cation” type formulation, which may provide extra accuracy benefits comparing with the more traditional quadrature-based
formulations.

Now that the LCP formulation is complete, let’s examine (3.14) a bit further. It is obviously a collocation-like formulation,
with penalty-like terms to provide the coupling between elements. However, with a special choice of scheme coefficients
aj,f,l, we can show that (3.14) is equivalent to the DG method, at least in the linear case. From (3.6), it is easy to show that
di is uniquely defined once W and the flux points are given. In the linear case, the location of the solution points does not
affect the solution polynomial Qh

i ð~rÞ (although Q h
i;j obviously depends on the location of ~ri;jÞ or the correction polynomial.

Therefore, the most efficient choice is to make the solution points coincide with the flux points because no data interpola-
tions are then needed for flux computations. Any convergent nodal sets with enough points at the element interface are good
candidates, e.g., those found in [7,18,52]. Fig. 4 shows the location of the DOFs for k = 1, 2 and 3.

3.2. Connection between the LCP and DG, SV and SD Methods

Let’s first express the solution and the correction in terms of the DOFs, i.e.,
Q h
i ¼

X
j

LjQ
h
i;j; ð3:18Þ

di ¼
X

j

Ljdi;j: ð3:19Þ
In the DG method, the weighting function W is set to be one of the Lagrange polynomials Lj. Substituting W into (3.6), we
obtain the following equations
Z

Vi

Lk

X
j

Ljdi;jdV ¼
X
f2@Vi

Z
f

Lk

X
l

Ll½eF �f ;ldS; k ¼ 1; . . . ;m: ð3:20Þ
The unknowns in (3.20) di,j can be easily solved in terms of the normal flux jumps at the flux points ½bF �f ;l, and the coefficients
aj,f,l be determined, which are constant for any straight-sided triangle. The coefficients for various schemes are included in
Appendix A. In the case of k= 1, the coefficients for the first solution point are {2.5 0.5 �1.5 �1.5 0.5 2.5}. Therefore, the for-
mula for the correction is
di;1 ¼
1
jVij

ð2:5½eF �1;1 þ 0:5½eF �1;2ÞSi;1 þ ð�1:5½eF �2;1 � 1:5½eF �2;2ÞSi;2 þ ð0:5½eF �3;1 þ 2:5½eF �3;2ÞSi;3

h i
: ð3:21Þ
Although all the flux points coincide with the solution points, as shown in Fig. 4, it is necessary to distinguish flux points
according to which face they are located on because each face has a different normal direction. In addition, the flux points
on each face are numbered independently for easy identification and implementation.
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0 

Fig. 5. One of the weighting functions for the spectral volume method, k = 1.
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In the SV method, the weighting functions are piece-wise constant at the sub-cells. The number of partitions is m. One
weighting function is shown in Fig. 5 in the case of k = 1. Repeating the same with all the partitions, we obtain again m equa-
tions for m unknowns di,j, which can be uniquely solved. The coefficients for several SV schemes are also included in Appen-
dix A. The coefficients for the first solution point of the 2nd order SV method are {2 0.2 �0.7 �0.7 0.2 2}, corresponding to the
following formula
di;1 ¼
1
jVij

ð2½eF �1;1 þ 0:2½eF �1;2ÞSi;1 þ ð�0:7½eF �2;1 � 0:7½eF �2;2ÞSi;2 þ ð0:2½eF �3;1 þ 2½eF �3;2ÞSi;3

h i
: ð3:22Þ
In the SD method, the correction field is computed based on the direct differential of a reconstructed flux vector, i.e.,
di ¼ r � ½
b
F
!
� F
!

I Qh
i

� �
�; ð3:23Þ
where
b
F
!

is a reconstructed flux vector from the Riemann fluxes at the element interface and fluxes in the interior of the ele-
ment, and F

!
I Qh

i

� �
is the interpolated flux vector Lagrange polynomial based on values of the fluxes computed using Q h

i at the

flux points.
b
F
!

and F
!

I Qh
i

� �
are polynomials of degree k + 1, one degree higher than the solution polynomial, so that di is of

degree k. The derivation is a little more involved than those for the DG and SV method. We found that only on an equilateral
triangular grid can the SD method degenerate into the LCP form given in (3.14). This is not surprising because the SD method
is generally not only dependent on the normal fluxes at element interfaces, but also on the tangential fluxes. The k = 1 linear
case has the following coefficients aj,f,l at the first solution point {2 0 �0.5 �0.5 0 2}, resulting in the following formula
di;1 ¼
1
jVij

2½eF �1;1Si;1 þ ð�0:5½eF �2;1 � 0:5½eF �2;2ÞSi;2 þ 2½eF �3;2Si;3

h i
: ð3:24Þ
Note that the coefficients are quite different for the DG, SV and SD methods. These schemes have been numerically con-
firmed to be equivalent to the DG, SV and SD methods for linear conservation laws.

Since the DG method is the most popular among the high-order methods for compressible flow, let’s compare the LCP
formulation with the DG method in terms of cost, for the case of k = 2.

Here are the main operations in the conventional DG methods with surface and volume quadratures:

� Reconstruct the state variables at 6 volume quadrature points and 9 surface quadrature points.
� Compute the analytical fluxes at the 6 volume quadrature points, and Riemann fluxes at the 9 surface quadrature points.
� Multiply the fluxes with the quadrature weights, and the weighting functions or their gradients to form the residual;
� Multiply the residual by the inverse of the mass matrix.

The main operations in the LCP method include:

� Compute the analytical fluxes at the 6 solution points, and 9 Riemann fluxes at surface flux points.
� Multiply the fluxes with the differential quadrature weights to form the divergence of the flux vector, and add the penalty

terms to form the residual.

Due to the special choice of DOFs, the reconstruction cost is completely avoided, and the mass matrix is always the identity
matrix in the LCP method. In addition, it is not necessary to store the weighting functions or their gradients. Therefore, the
LCP formulation is more efficient in terms of both memory and CPU time than the DG method with surface and volume inte-
gral quadratures.
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3.3. Conservation constraints for lifting coefficients

It should not be a surprise that more choices of coefficients are possible, and may even be beneficial, for example, to allow
the largest possible time step, or preserve a certain range of frequency contents better than the standard methods. However,
since we are dealing with conservation laws, the schemes should be conservative with any coefficients. In order to guarantee
conservation, the integral conservation laws must be satisfied, i.e.,
Z

Vi

@Q h
i

@t
dV þ

Z
@Vi

eF n Q h
i ;Q

h
iþ;~n

� �
dS ¼ 0; ð3:25Þ
which corresponds to (3.3) with W = 1. Next let’s derive the conservative constraints which must be satisfied by the lifting
coefficients. Assume the following quadrature is used for the volume integral
Z

Vi

Q h
i dV ¼ jVij

X
j

v jQ
h
i;j; ð3:26Þ
where vj are the quadrature weights for the volume integral. Then the first term in (3.25) becomes
Z
Vi

@Q h

@t
dV ¼ jVij

X
j

v j
@Q h

i;j

@t
¼ �jVij

X
j

v j r � F
!

Q h
i;j

� �
þ 1
jVij

X
f2@Vi

X
l

aj;f ;l½eF �f ;lSf

24 35: ð3:27Þ
If we use the LP approach to compute the divergence of the interior flux vector, i.e.,r � F
!

Q h
i

� �
� r � F

!
i Qh

i

� �
, the divergence

of the flux vector belongs to Pk. Since the quadrature rule is exact for degree k (or less) polynomials, we have
jVij
X

j

v jr � F
!

i Q h
i;j

� �
¼
Z

Vi

r � F
!

i Q h
i

� �
dV ¼

Z
@Vi

F
!

i Q h
i

� �
�~ndS: ð3:28Þ
In order to prove (3.25), we need to show
jVij
X

j

v j
1
jVij

X
f2@Vi

X
l

aj;f ;l½eF �f ;lSf

24 35 ¼ Z
@Vi

eF n � F
!

iðQ hÞ �~n
� 	

dS ¼
X
f2@Vi

X
l

wl½eF �f ;lSf ; ð3:29Þ
where wl is the surface integral quadrature weight. The LHS of (3.29) can be simplified into
X
j

v j

X
f2@Vi

X
l

aj;f ;l½eF �f ;lSf

24 35 ¼ X
f2@Vi

X
l

X
j

v jaj;f ;l½eF �f ;lSf : ð3:30Þ
Comparing (3.30) and (3.29), we obtain the following condition
wl ¼
X

j

v jaj;f ;l: ð3:31Þ
In the case of k = 1, wl = 1/2 and vj = 1/3, the conservation condition is then
3
2
¼
X3

j¼1

aj;f ;l; ð3:32Þ
which is satisfied by the DG, SV and SD schemes.
If the CR approach is used in the computation of the flux vector divergence, the LCP method is not strictly conservative.

This is due to the fact that the flux vector F
!

CR Qh
i

� �
belongs to Pk+1 sincer � F

!
CR Q h

i

� �
belongs to Pk. Therefore the added accu-

racy of the CR approach is achieved at the cost of full conservation. A test case will be presented later to assess the conser-
vation error of the CR approach.

3.4. Extension to mixed grids

It is obvious that (3.8) is valid for arbitrary types of elements besides triangles. For viscous flow problems, it is often
advantageous to have quadrilateral cells or prismatic cells near solid walls to resolve viscous boundary layers. In the present
study focusing on 2D problems, we address mixed grids including both triangular and quadrilateral meshes. As mentioned
earlier, it is straightforward to extend the FR approach to quadrilateral meshes. In order to simplify the implementation, we
assume the polynomial degree k to be the same for both the triangular and quadrilateral meshes. Furthermore, the flux
points along the element interfaces are required to match each other, as shown in Fig. 6. In order to achieve an efficient
implementation, all elements are transformed from the physical domain (x,y) into a standard square element
(n,g) 2 [�1,1] � [�1,1] as shown in Fig. 7. The transformation can be written as



,2[ ] fF

,1[ ] fF

,3[ ] fF

Fig. 6. Solution and flux points for the 3rd order LCP scheme on hybrid meshes.

(1, 1)

(-1, -1)

Fig. 7. Transformation of a general quadrilateral element to a standard element.
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x

y

� �
¼
XK

i¼1

Miðn;gÞ
xi

yi

� �
; ð3:33Þ
where K is the number of points used to define the physical element, (xi,yi) are the Cartesian coordinates of those points, and
Mi(n,g) are the shape functions. The Jacobian matrix of the transformation J takes the following form
J ¼ @ðx; yÞ
@ðn;gÞ ¼

xn xg

yn yg

" #
: ð3:34Þ
For a non-singular transformation, its inverse transformation must exist, and the Jacobian matrices are related to each other
according to
@ðn;gÞ
@ðx; yÞ ¼

nx ny

gx gy

" #
¼ J�1:
Therefore the metrics can be computed according to
nx ¼ yg=jJj; ny ¼ �xg=jJj; gx ¼ �yn=jJj; gy ¼ xn=jJj: ð3:35Þ
The governing equations in the physical domain are then transformed into the computational domain (standard element),
and the transformed equations take the following form
@ eQ
@t
þ @Fn

@n
þ @Fg

@g
¼ 0; ð3:36Þ
where
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eQ ¼ jJj � Q ; ð3:37Þ
Fn ¼ jJjðnxFx þ nyFyÞ; ð3:38Þ
Fg ¼ jJjðgxFx þ gyFyÞ: ð3:39Þ
Let S
!

n ¼ jJjðnx; nyÞ; S
!

g ¼ jJjðgx;gyÞ. Then we have Fn ¼ F
!
�S
!

n; Fg ¼ F
!
�S
!

g. In our implementation, jJj and S
!

n; S
!

g are stored at
the solution points. Within the ith element, the solution polynomial is a tensor product of 1D Lagrange polynomials, i.e.,
eQ h
i ðn;gÞ ¼

Xkþ1

l¼1

Xkþ1

j¼1

eQ h
i;j;lLjðnÞ � LlðgÞ; ð3:40Þ
where eQ h
i;j;l are the state variables at the solution point (j, l), with j the index in the n direction and l the index in the g direc-

tion, and Lj(n) and Ll(g) are 1D Lagrange polynomials in the n and g directions. Based on the reconstructed solution eQ h
i ðn;gÞ,

the fluxes can be defined using Fn eQ h
i

� �
; Fg eQ h

i

� �
. Again, one can also choose to represent the fluxes with Lagrange interpo-

lation polynomials in the following form:
Fn eQ h
i

� �
� Fn

i ðn;gÞ ¼
Xkþ1

l¼1

Xkþ1

j¼1

Fn
i;j;lLjðnÞ � LlðgÞ; ð3:41aÞ

Fg eQ h
i

� �
¼ Fg

i ðn;gÞ ¼
Xkþ1

l¼1

Xkþ1

j¼1

Fg
i;j;lLjðnÞ � LlðgÞ: ð3:41bÞ
The reconstructed fluxes are only element-wise continuous, but discontinuous across cell interfaces. Again Riemann fluxes
are computed at all four element interfaces in the normal directions, which are the same or opposite directions of S

!
n or S

!
g.

For example, at interfaces n = �1, and n = 1, the outgoing normals are
~njn¼�1 ¼ �S
!

n=jS
!

nj: ð3:42aÞ

~njn¼1 ¼ S
!

n=jS
!

nj: ð3:42bÞ
Therefore the Riemann flux corresponding to Fn is computed according to
eF nð�1;gÞ ¼ �eF nðQið�1;gÞ;Q iþð�1;gÞ;~nÞjS
!

nj; ð3:43aÞeF nð1;gÞ ¼ eF nðQ ið1;gÞ;Q iþð1;gÞ;~nÞjS
!

nj: ð3:43bÞ
Finally the DOFs are updated using the following equation
@ eQ i;j;l

@t
þ
@Fn

i ðnj;l;gj;lÞ
@n

þ
@Fg

i ðnj;l;gj;lÞ
@g

þ eF nð�1;gj;lÞ � Fn
i ð�1;gj;lÞ

h i
g0Lðnj;lÞ þ eF nð1;gj;lÞ � Fn

i ð1;gj;lÞ
h i

g0Rðnj;lÞ

þ eFgðnj;l;�1Þ � Fg
i ðnj;l;�1Þ

h i
g0Lðgj;lÞ þ eFgðnj;l;1Þ � Fg

i ðnj;l;1Þ
h i

g0Rðgj;lÞ ¼ 0: ð3:44Þ
Note that the correction is done in a ‘‘one-dimensional” manner. For example, ½eF �f ;2 in Fig. 6 only corrects the DOFs at the
solid squares. In other words, for quadrilateral cells, the operations are actually one-dimensional, making the method more
efficient per DOF than for triangular cells. The flux divergence in (3.44) can also be computed using the CR approach. Numer-
ical tests will be presented to compare the LP and CR approaches.

In the present implementation, we choose the DG scheme from the FR family. The solution points for all triangular and
quadrilateral elements at each edge are the Legendre–Lobatto points along the edge tangential direction to make the inter-
face treatment as simple as possible.
3.5. Extension to curved boundary cells

In 2nd order CFD solvers, curved boundaries are represented with linear line segments or planar facets. However, for
high-order solvers, this simple representation may not be able to preserve the geometry well enough since the computa-
tional grid is normally much coarser, and may even make the solvers unstable. The approach to solve the problem is to rep-
resent the curved boundary with higher order polynomials instead of the linear representation for 2nd order solvers.

The change of boundary representations actually does not alter the solution technique, since all we need to do is to trans-
form the curved boundary cell into a standard cell. For example, for a curved boundary cell shown in Fig. 8, a transformation
is used to transform it to a standard element. After the transformation, the governing equation becomes (3.36) on the stan-
dard element, which has straight edges. The LCP formulation is then applied to the transformed equation on the standard
right triangle. Eq. (3.14) for the transformed equation on a standard triangle becomes



( ),x y ( ),ξ η

Fig. 8. Transformation of a curve boundary triangle to a standard element.
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@ eQ h
i;j

@t
þrn � F

!
n eQ h

i;j

� �
þ 2

X
f2@Vi

X
l

aj;f ;l½eF n�f ;lS
n
f ¼ 0; ð3:45Þ
where superscript n means the variables or operations evaluated on the computational domain. For example, ½eF n�f ;l are the
normal jumps of the transformed fluxes across the faces of the standard triangle.

Note that when solving Eq. (3.36), eQ ¼ jJj � Q is the state vector, and is assumed to be a degree k polynomial in the com-
putational domain instead of Q. As a result, the derivative of Q should be calculated in the following way,
@Q
@n
¼ 1
jJj

@ðjJjQÞ
@n

� @jJj
@n

Q
� 	

; ð3:46aÞ

@Q
@g
¼ 1
jJj

@ðjJjQÞ
@g

� @jJj
@g

Q
� 	

: ð3:46bÞ
Since the transformation is quadratic, @jJj
@n and @jJj

@g are non-zero. It is obvious that when the cell has straight faces, jJj is a con-
stant in the element. Then (3.46) reduces to the usual derivative evaluation.

For a quadrilateral cell, the curved boundary cells are treated in a similar manner, as described in (3.44).

4. Numerical results

4.1. Accuracy study with 2D scalar conservation laws

4.1.1. Linear wave equation
In this case, we test the accuracy of the LCP method using the two-dimensional linear equation:
Fig. 9. Regular and irregular ‘‘10 � 10 � 2” triangular computational grids.



Table 1
Test of the LCP-DG scheme for ut + ux + uy = 0, with u0(x,y) = sinp(x + y), at t = 1, on two triangular meshes.

Polynomial degree k Grid size Regular mesh Irregular mesh

L2 error Order L2 error Order

1 10 � 10 � 2 2.44e�2 – 4.45e�2 –
20 � 20 � 2 5.89e�3 2.05 1.05e�2 2.08
40 � 40 � 2 1.46e�3 2.01 2.57e�3 2.03
80 � 80 � 2 3.64e�4 2.00 6.41e�4 2.00

2 10 � 10 � 2 1.88e�3 – 3.99e�3 –
20 � 20 � 2 2.38e�4 2.98 5.14e�4 2.96
40 � 40 � 2 2.98e�5 3.00 6.47e�5 2.99
80 � 80 � 2 3.73e�6 3.00 8.10e�6 3.00

3 10 � 10 � 2 7.55e�5 – 2.59e�4 –
20 � 20 � 2 4.94e�6 3.93 1.59e�5 4.03
40 � 40 � 2 3.08e�7 4.00 9.91e�7 4.00
80 � 80 � 2 1.93e�8 4.00 6.19e�8 4.00

5 10 � 10 � 2 7.53e�8 – 5.87e�7 –
20 � 20 � 2 1.18e�9 6.00 9.22e�9 5.99
40 � 40 � 2 1.85e�11 6.00 1.43e�10 6.01

Table 2
Test of the LCP-SV scheme for ut + ux + uy = 0, with u0(x,y) = sinp(x + y), at t = 1 on two triangular meshes.

Polynomial degree k Grid size Regular mesh Irregular mesh

L2 error Order L2 error Order

1 10 � 10 � 2 5.94e�2 – 1.01e�1 –
20 � 20 � 2 1.45e�2 2.03 2.62e�2 1.95
40 � 40 � 2 3.72e�3 1.96 6.55e�3 2.00
80 � 80 � 2 9.23e�4 2.01 1.63e�3 2.01

2 10 � 10 � 2 2.84e�3 – 7.47e�3 –
20 � 20 � 2 3.71e�4 2.94 9.09e�4 3.04
40 � 40 � 2 4.73e�5 2.97 1.13e�4 3.01
80 � 80 � 2 5.97e�6 2.99 1.42e�5 2.99

3 10 � 10 � 2 1.04e�4 – 4.37e�4 –
20 � 20 � 2 6.53e�6 3.99 2.58e�5 4.08
40 � 40 � 2 4.11e�7 3.99 1.56e�6 4.05
80 � 80 � 2 2.57e�8 4.00 9.61e�8 4.02

Table 3
Test of the LCP-DG scheme for ut + uux + uuy = 0, with u0(x, y) = 0.25 + 0.5sinp(x + y), at t = .1, on the irregular triangular mesh using the LP approach in
computing the interior flux divergence.

Polynomial degree k Grid size L1 error Order L2 error Order L1 error Order

1 10 � 10 � 2 2.12e�2 – 2.65e�2 – 8.44e�2 –
20 � 20 � 2 6.96e�3 1.61 9.96e�3 1.41 4.29e�2 0.98
40 � 40 � 2 2.19e�3 1.67 3.75e�3 1.41 2.29e�2 0.91
80 � 80 � 2 6.79e�4 1.69 1.38e�3 1.44 1.02e�2 1.17

2 10 � 10 � 2 4.36e�3 – 6.40e�3 – 3.01e�2 –
20 � 20 � 2 7.76e�4 2.49 1.37e�3 2.20 9.91e�3 1.60
40 � 40 � 2 1.26e�4 2.62 2.81e�4 2.29 3.01e�3 1.72
80 � 80 � 2 1.93e�5 2.71 5.43e�5 2.37 8.17e�4 1.88

3 10 � 10 � 2 5.41e�4 – 9.59e�4 – 7.93e�3 –
20 � 20 � 2 4.70e�5 3.52 1.05e�4 3.19 1.75e�3 2.18
40 � 40 � 2 3.56e�6 3.72 9.86e�6 3.41 2.73e�4 2.68
80 � 80 � 2 2.65e�7 3.75 8.48e�7 3.54 2.62e�5 3.38

5 10 � 10 � 2 1.15e�5 – 3.51e�5 – 6.20e�4 –
20 � 20 � 2 2.94e�7 5.28 1.16e�6 4.92 3.26e�5 4.25
40 � 40 � 2 6.37e�9 5.53 3.14e�8 5.21 1.57e�6 4.38
80 � 80 � 2 1.23e�10 5.69 6.95–10 5.50 3.87e�8 5.34
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@u
@t þ @u

@x þ @u
@y ¼ 0; �1 6 x 6 1; �1 6 y 6 1;

uðx; y; 0Þ ¼ u0ðx; yÞ; periodic boundary condition:
ð4:1Þ
The initial condition is u0(x,y) = sinp(x + y). Two types of computational meshes are used, one regular and the other irregular
as shown in Fig. 9. The finer meshes are generated recursively by cutting each coarser grid cell into four finer grid cells. The
time integration schemes used are the TVD or SSP Runge–Kutta schemes of 3rd or 4th order accuracy [16,38]. The results are
made time step independent so that the spatial error is the dominant error source. The numerical simulation is carried out
until t = 1. The simulation was initialized by injecting the exact initial solution into the solution points. The numerical solu-
tions at the three vertices of all the triangular elements are then used to compute the L2 error norm to measure the global
solution quality
ErrorL2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
i¼1

P3
j¼1 Qh

i;j � Q e
i;j

� �2

3N

vuut
; ð4:2Þ
where Qe denotes the exact solution. For the linear wave equation, all DG formulations are identical, so are all SV formula-
tions. In the present LCP family, the DG and SV formulations are denoted by LCP-DG and LCP-SV respectively. Tables 1 and 2
present the computed errors with both formulations on the regular and irregular meshes. Note that optimal accuracy has
the LCP-DG scheme for ut + uux + uuy = 0, with u0(x,y) = 0.25 + 0.5sinp(x + y), at t = .1, on the irregular triangular mesh using the CR approach in
ing the interior flux divergence.

nomial degree k Grid size L1 error Order L2 error Order L1 error Order

10 � 10 � 2 1.34e�2 – 1.84e�2 – 7.33e�2 –
20 � 20 � 2 3.64e�3 1.88 5.06e�3 1.86 2.57e�2 1.51
40 � 40 � 2 9.39e�4 1.95 1.35e�3 1.91 8.63e�3 1.57
80 � 80 � 2 2.37e�4 1.99 3.50e�4 1.95 2.60e�3 1.73

10 � 10 � 2 1.57e�3 – 2.75e�3 – 2.12e�2 –
20 � 20 � 2 2.10e�4 2.90 4.04e�4 2.77 4.86e�3 2.13
40 � 40 � 2 2.62e�5 3.00 5.50e�5 2.88 1.03e�3 2.24
80 � 80 � 2 3.15e�6 3.06 7.27e�6 2.92 1.68e�4 2.62

10 � 10 � 2 1.31e�4 – 3.68e�4 – 4.13e�3 –
20 � 20 � 2 8.64e�6 3.92 2.58e�5 3.83 4.50e�4 3.20
40 � 40 � 2 5.70e�7 3.89 1.82e�6 3.83 3.62e�5 3.64
80 � 80 � 2 3.63e�8 3.97 1.27e�7 3.84 2.77e�6 3.71

10 � 10 � 2 2.42e�6 – 1.07e�5 – 2.55e�4 –
20 � 20 � 2 5.08e�8 5.57 2.61e�7 5.35 9.73e�6 4.71
40 � 40 � 2 8.17e�10 5.96 4.45e�9 5.87 2.17e�7 5.49
80 � 80 � 2 1.43e�11 5.84 7.99e�11 5.75 4.91e�9 5.47

Fig. 10. Coarse mixed mesh for the accuracy study.
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been achieved for all the test cases, on both the regular and irregular meshes. The SD formulation cannot completely degen-
erate into the LCP method, and therefore is not considered in the accuracy study.

4.1.2. 2D Burgers equation
In this case, we test the accuracy of the LCP method on the two-dimensional non-linear wave equation:
Table 5
Test of

Poly

1

2

3

Fig.
@u
@t þ

@u2=2
@x þ

@u2=2
@y ¼ 0; �1 6 x 6 1; �1 6 y 6 1;

uðx; y; 0Þ ¼ 1
4þ 1

2 sinpðxþ yÞ; periodic boundary condition:
ð4:3Þ
the LCP-DG scheme for the isotropic vortex propagation problem, on an irregular triangular mesh and a mixed mesh.

nomial degree k Grid size Triangular mesh LP Triangular mesh CR Mixed mesh CR

L2 error Order L2 error Order L2 error Order

10 � 10 � 2 2.01e�2 – 1.39e�2 – 1.58e�2 –
20 � 20 � 2 6.67e�3 1.59 4.41e�3 1.66 5.32e�3 1.57
40 � 40 � 2 1.73e�3 1.95 1.08e�3 2.03 1.50e�3 1.83
80 � 80 � 2 4.84e�4 1.84 2.54e�4 2.09 3.54e�4 2.08

10 � 10 � 2 7.14e�3 – 4.41e�3 – 2.95e�3 –
20 � 20 � 2 1.07e�3 2.74 5.19e�4 3.09 5.62e�4 2.39
40 � 40 � 2 1.60e�4 2.74 5.84e�5 3.15 7.42e�5 2.92
80 � 80 � 2 2.29e�5 2.80 6.94e�6 3.07 8.63e�6 3.10

10 � 10 � 2 1.79e�3 – 6.70e�4 – 5.79e�4 –
20 � 20 � 2 1.40e�4 3.68 4.79e�5 3.81 5.05e�5 3.52
40 � 40 � 2 9.75e�6 3.84 2.96e�6 4.02 3.51e�6 3.85
80 � 80 � 2 6.96e�7 3.81 1.71e�7 4.11 1.89e�7 4.22

11. Computational mesh and Mach number contours computed with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th order schemes for subsonic flow around a cylinder.
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The initial solution is smooth. Due to the non-linearity of the Burgers equation, discontinuities will eventually develop in the
solution. At t = 0.1, the exact solution is still smooth. The numerical simulations are therefore carried out until t = 0.1 on both
the regular and irregular grids. In Tables 3 and 4, we present the L1, L2 and L1 errors produced using the LCP-DG formulation
on the irregular grids, with both the LP (Lagrange polynomial) and the CR (chain-rule) approaches in evaluating the interior
flux divergence. Comparing Tables 3 and 4, we find that the CR approach gives better accuracy in every case and in every
norm of error. It not only produces smaller errors, but also shows more consistent numerical orders of accuracy, especially
in the L1 norm. For example, on the finest mesh with k = 5, the CR approach produced a L1 error which is nearly an order
lower than the LP approach.

4.2. Accuracy study with vortex propagation problem

This is an idealized problem with an exact solution for the Euler equations in 2D used by Shu [37]. The mean flow is
{q,u,v, p} = {1,1,1,1}. An isotropic vortex is then added to the mean flow, i.e., with perturbations in u, v, and temperature
T = p/q, and no perturbation in entropy S = p/qc:
Fig. 12.
ðdu; dvÞ ¼ e
2p

e0:5ð1�r2Þð�y; xÞ;

dT ¼ �ðc� 1Þe2

8cp2 e1�r2
;

dS ¼ 0;
where r2 = x2 + y2, and the vortex strength e = 5. If the computational domain is infinitely big, the exact solution of the Euler
equations with the above initial conditions is just the passive convection of the isotropic vortex with the mean velocity (1,1).
Mixed computational mesh #1 and Mach number contours computed with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th order schemes for subsonic flow around a cylinder.
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In the numerical simulation, the computational domain is taken to be [�5,5] � [�5,5], with characteristic inflow and out-
flow boundary conditions imposed on the boundaries.
Fig. 13. Mixed computational mesh #2 and Mach number contours computed with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th order schemes for subsonic flow around a cylinder.

Fig. 14. A mixed mesh around the NACA0012 airfoil.
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The numerical simulations are carried out until t = 2 on two different grids, one irregular triangular mesh and one mixed
mesh as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The finer irregular grids are generated recursively by cutting each coarser grid cell into four
finer grid cells, while all mixed meshes, which are mainly composed of irregular quadrilateral cell with a small number of
triangular cells, are generated independently. On the irregular triangular mesh, we again test both the LP and CR approaches
in evaluating the interior flux divergence, while on the mixed mesh, we employ the CR approach. On all meshes the LCP-DG
or FR-DG formulation is used. For time integration, a 3-stage Runge–Kutta explicit scheme is used for time marching in all
the cases.

In Table 5, the L2 density errors at the solution points are presented on both set of meshes for k = 1–3. Note that the CR
approach is more accurate than the LP approach on the triangular meshes for every polynomial degree and on every mesh.
The CR approach not only produces the smaller errors, but also demonstrates more consistent numerical orders of accuracy
in the grid refinement study. In addition, the LCP method performs very well on the mixed grids, achieving the optimal order
of accuracy on relatively poor quality meshes.
Fig. 15. Pressure and Mach contours computed with a 2nd order scheme, subsonic flow around a NACA0012 airfoil.

Fig. 16. Pressure and Mach contours computed with a 3rd order scheme, subsonic flow around a NACA0012 airfoil.
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4.3. Flow over a circular cylinder

To test the new method for curved wall boundaries, the case of a subsonic flow at Mach 0.3 around a half-cylinder is sim-
ulated. For the curved wall, a quadratic representation is used in all the simulations. Three grids are used, one triangular
Fig. 17. Pressure and Mach contours computed with a 4th order scheme, subsonic flow around a NACA0012 airfoil.

Fig. 18. Computed entropy errors on the upper surface of a NACA0012 airfoil.

Fig. 19. Computational mesh for flow through a channel with a sine bump.
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mesh, and two mixed meshes as shown in Figs. 11a, 12a and 13a. The first mixed mesh is composed of regular quadrilateral
cells near the wall and irregular triangular cells elsewhere, while the second mixed mesh is composed of fully mixed irreg-
ular quadrilateral and triangular cells, and has a poor grid quality near the wall.

The 2nd–4th order LCP-DG scheme is used for triangular cells and the 2nd– 4th order FR-DG scheme is used for the quad-
rilateral cells. For time integration, a LU-SGS implicit solver [53,8] is used, and all the cases converged to machine zero.

The results corresponding to k = 1,2,3 on the 3 grids are shown in Figs. 11–13. Note that while the 2nd order solutions
show some discontinuities across cell interfaces, smooth solutions are obtained on all the grids with the 3rd and 4th order
schemes, even on the relatively skewed mixed mesh #2. All the 4th order solutions agree well with each other. The results
Fig. 20. Computed mach contours with both the LP and CR approaches with a 3rd order LCP-DG scheme.
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Fig. 21. Computed entropy errors at the lower channel wall with a 3rd order LCP-DG scheme.
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show that the LCP method performs well for mixed meshes with curved boundary elements, since the solution becomes
smoother across the triangular and quadrilateral cell interfaces as k increases. Furthermore, the high-order solutions are also
smooth near the curved boundary.

4.4. Flow over NACA0012 Airfoil

As another test case for a more realistic geometry, the subsonic flow around a NACA0012 airfoil is simulated with the LCP
method, for k = 1–3. The flow conditions are Mach = 0.3 and angle of attack a = 5�. The airfoil surface is represented with
piece-wise quadratic polynomials. The mesh, shown in Fig. 14, is composed of regular quadrilateral cells near the airfoil
and irregular triangular and quadrilateral cells elsewhere, with a total of 1510 cells. The outer boundary of the computational
domain is about 20 chords from the center of the airfoil. All the simulations converged to machine zero.

The pressure and Mach number contours from the 2nd, 3rd and 4th order simulations are shown in Figs. 15–17. The com-
puted solution for the 2nd order case is not smooth, with visible jumps across cell interfaces, while the 3rd and 4th order
solutions are quite smooth. In addition, the 3rd and 4th order results are nearly the same with only minor differences near
the trailing edge, indicating that the solution is approaching k-independence. In Fig. 18, the entropy errors along the upper
surface of the airfoil is plotted for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th order results as an indicator of the solution accuracy. The error shows
an exponential convergence as the order of accuracy is increased.

4.5. Evaluation of conservation error with flow through a channel with a sine bump

This internal flow problem is selected to assess the conservation error of the LCP formulation with both the LP and CR
approaches to compute the interior divergence of the flux vector, presented in Section 3.1. As discussed earlier, the LP ap-
proach is fully conservative, but the CR approach is not. However, accuracy studies have indicated that the CR approach
is significantly more accurate than the LP approach. Here we investigate how much mass is generated (or lost) due to the
non-conservativeness of the CR formulation. The channel has a height of 1 unit and a length of 5 units. The bump height
is 0.1 unit, and is defined with
y ¼ 0:1 sin2ðpxÞ; 0 6 x 6 1:
The triangular computational grid is shown in Fig. 19. The grid has a total of 994 cells, and the sine bump is represented with
quadratic segments. The inlet Mach number is 0.5. Characteristic boundary conditions are used at both the inlet and exit. The
3rd order LCP-DG scheme is tested in this study. With both the LP and the CR approaches, the simulation converged to ma-
chine zero. Then the conservation error for the mass flux is defined as
emass ¼
R

exit qvndS�
R

inlet qvndS
�� ��R

inlet qvndS
:

The total inlet and exit masses are computed in exactly the same way as in the flow solver using a Riemann solver. The com-
puted Mach contours and entropy errors along the lower channel wall are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. Obviously the CR ap-
proach generated significantly less entropy, indicating higher accuracy. The mass conservation error with the LP approach
is 3.33 � 10�16, essentially machine zero as expected, while the CR approach produced a mass conservation error of
3.03 � 10�7. It is evident that the LP approach is fully conservative, agreeing with the analysis. Note that although the CR
approach is not fully conservative, the mass conservation error is still very small. For many problems, this price may be
worth paying for the significantly lower solution error produced with the CR approach.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, a remarkably simple and efficient flux reconstruction formulation for conservation laws is extended
and generalized to simplex cells. Instead of reconstructing the flux polynomial, the correction polynomial is reconstructed
using a lifting operator. The new formulation is therefore called a lifting collocation penalty method. The final formulation
is free of weighting functions, although the lifting coefficients are dependent on the weighting functions. Through a judicious
selection of solution and flux points, solution reconstructions can be completely avoided. In addition, the mass matrix is al-
ways identity for arbitrary meshes. Furthermore, like with the FR formulation, the discontinuous Galerkin, spectral volume,
and in a special case the spectral difference method can all be recovered by the present formulation with different choices of
lifting coefficients. The present formulation is more efficient than the original DG formulation based on volume and surface
integral quadratures. For non-linear flux functions, the LCP method allows the interior flux divergence to be computed using
the chain-rule approach, which appears to be beneficial in solution accuracy, although not strictly conservative. The exten-
sion to curved boundaries can be conducted in a straightforward manner because no surface or volume integrals are re-
quired. Numerical tests have been carried out for linear and non-linear scalar conservation laws, and the 2D Euler
equations, on mixed triangular and quadrilateral meshes. These tests fully demonstrate the capability of the LCP formulation.
The extension to the Navier–Stokes equations, and to 3D mixed meshes including tetrahedral, prismatic, pyramidal, and
hexahedral cells is currently carried out, and will be reported in future publications.
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Appendix A. The lifting coefficients for various schemes
According to Eq. (3.13), the penalty corrections at the solution points are computed using
di;j ¼
1
jVij

X
f2@Vi

X
l

aj;f ;l½eF �f ;lSf :
When applied to an arbitrary triangular cell in the physical domain with straight sides, jVij is the volume of cell i; ½eF �f ;l is the
flux difference computed at the lth flux point along face f, and Sf is simply the area of f. Faces are numbered within each cell
according to the order of the vertices of the cell. For example, face 1 is the face formed by vertices 1 and 2, face 2 by vertices 2
and 3, and face 3 by vertices 3 and 1. The start and end points of a face are significant. Complete input files can be provided to
interested readers.
A.1. 2nd Order schemes

See Fig. A1 and Tables A1–A4.
For example, according to Table A2
di;1 ¼
1
Vi
ð2:5½eF �1;1Si;1 þ 0:5½eF �1;2Si;1 � 1:5½eF �2;1Si;2 � 1:5½eF �2;2Si;2 þ 0:5½eF �3;1Si;3 þ 2:5½eF �3;2Si;3Þ;
and due to symmetry,
di;2 ¼
1
Vi
ð0:5½eF �1;1Si;1 þ 2:5½eF �1;2Si;1 þ 2:5½eF �2;1Si;2 þ 0:5½eF �2;2Si;2 � 1:5½eF �3;1Si;3 � 1:5½eF �3;2Si;3Þ;

di;3 ¼
1
Vi
ð�1:5½eF �1;1Si;1 � 1:5½eF �1;2Si;1 þ 0:5½eF �2;1Si;2 þ 2:5½eF �2;2Si;2 þ 2:5½eF �3;1Si;3 þ 0:5½eF �3;2Si;3Þ:
A.2. 3rd Order schemes

See Fig. A2 and Tables A5–A7.
A.3. The 4th order schemes

See Fig. A3 and Tables A8–A10.
Fig. A1. Solution points for k = 1 element.



Table A1
Solution points for k = 1.

Point n g

1 0 0
2 1 0
3 0 1

Table A2
Lifting coefficients aj,f,l for k = 1, LCP-DG.

(f, l) j
1

(1,1) 2.5
(1,2) 0.5
(2,1) �1.5
(2,2) �1.5
(3,1) 0.5
(3,2) 2.5

Table A3
Lifting coefficients aj,f,l for k = 1, LCP-SV.

(f, l) j
1

(1,1) 2.0
(1,2) 0.2
(2,1) �0.7
(2,2) �0.7
(3,1) 0.2
(3,2) 2.0

Table A4
Lifting coefficients aj,f,l for k = 1, LCP-SD.

(f, l) j
1

(1,1) 2.0
(1,2) 0.0
(2,1) �0.5
(2,2) �0.5
(3,1) 0.0
(3,2) 2.0

Fig. A2. Solution points for k = 2 element.
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Table A5
Solution points for k = 2.

Point n g

1 0 0
2 1 0
3 0 1
4 0.5 0
5 0.5 0.5
6 0 0.5

Table A6
Lifting coefficients aj,f,l for k = 2, LCP-DG.

(f, l) j

1 4

(1,1) 4.5 0.5
(1,2) 2.0 5.0
(1,3) �0.5 0.5
(2,1) 1.0 �0.625
(2,2) 4.0 �1.5
(2,3) 1.0 0.625
(3,1) �0.5 0.625
(3,2) 2.0 �1.5
(3,3) 4.5 �0.625

Table A7
Lifting coefficients aj,f,l for k = 2, LCP-SV (for the partition ‘‘SV3P” by Van den Abeele [41]).

(f, l) j

1 4

(1,1) 6.53141002930328315 0.171052933692281709

(1,2) 0.739894614967283900 3.52565238715018730

(1,3) �0.155939662412153337 0.171052933692281709

(2,1) 0.265607082915502158 �0.545239568903748461
(2,2) 0.369952521317455014 0.762826193575093650

(2,3) 0.265607082915502158 0.874186635211466751

(3,1) �0.155939662412153337 0.874186635211466751

(3,2) 0.739894614967283900 �0.762826193575093650
(3,3) 6.53141002930328315 �0.545239568903748461

Fig. A3. Solution points for k = 3 element.
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Table A8
Solution points for k = 3.

Point n g

1 0 0

2 1 0

3 0 1

4 0.27639320225002103 0

5 0.72360679774997897 0

6 0.72360679774997897 0.27639320225002103

7 0.27639320225002103 0.72360679774997897

8 0 0.72360679774997897

9 0 0.27639320225002103

10 0.333333333333333333 0.333333333333333333

Table A9
Lifting coefficients aj,f,l for k = 3, LCP-DG.

(f, l) j

1 4 10

(1,1) 7. 0.809016994374947424 0.0617283950617283951

(1,2) 4.04508497187473712 8. �0.987654320987654321
(1,3) �1.54508497187473712 1.5 �0.987654320987654321
(1,4) 0.5 �0.309016994374947424 0.0617283950617283951

(2,1) �0.833333333333333333 0.259115050558307396 0.0617283950617283951

(2,2) �4.16666666666666667 2.26295146066661059 �0.987654320987654321
(2,3) �4.16666666666666667 0.0719684550415580098 �0.987654320987654321
(2,4) �0.833333333333333333 �0.805180584266644234 0.0617283950617283951

(3,1) 0.5 �0.328152749066689099 0.0617283950617283951

(3,2) �1.54508497187473712 1.07038187266672275 �0.987654320987654321
(3,3) 4.04508497187473712 �2.23863512170822468 �0.987654320987654321
(3,4) 7. �0.292448383891640729 0.0617283950617283951

Table A10
Lifting coefficients aj,f,l for k = 3, LCP-SV (for the partition ‘‘SV4P” by Van den Abeele [41]).

(f, l) j

1 4 10

(1,1) 11.203886398585652 0.10515345237391693 0.27526713373649432

(1,2) 2.65511402064370943 6.13135672232345356 �0.389968930474013208
(1,3) �1.11620906021771755 0.647866338549474290 �0.389968930474013208
(1,4) 0.272083026510325471 �0.35670689389952049 0.27526713373649432

(2,1) �0.235339114873132055 �0.225181007760767019 0.27526713373649432

(2,2) �0.25648796757692409 0.473349519672136746 �0.389968930474013208
(2,3) �0.25648796757692409 0.138909588123877733 �0.389968930474013208
(2,4) �0.235339114873132055 �0.913139261303395950 0.27526713373649432

(3,1) 0.272083026510325471 �0.825187098917378380 0.27526713373649432

(3,2) �1.11620906021771755 0.710864180742611977 �0.389968930474013208
(3,3) 2.65511402064370943 �1.25299752342169654 �0.389968930474013208
(3,4) 11.203886398585652 �0.519507774714493536 0.27526713373649432
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